[Clinical application, limits and perspectives of pharmacogenetic and pharmacokinetic analysis of anticancer drugs].
Despite significant progress in the discovery and design of drugs, the interindividual variability to the standard dose of a given drug remains a serious problem in clinical practice. In the future, the aim of pharmacogenetic is to provide new strategies for optimizing drug therapy, both in terms of efficacy and safety. The clinical validation of an increasing number of pharmacogenetic tests, as well as the development of new highly efficient technologies should further promote pharmacogenetics in clinical practice and lead to the optimization and individualization, before treatment, of drug therapy. Therapeutic drug monitoring is a valid tool to determine the pharmacokinetic of a drug and individualized drug therapy, adjusting patient's dose requirement through the measurement and interpretation of drug concentrations. Thus, phenotyping and genotyping tests are now available that determine or predict the metabolic status of an individual and enable the evaluation of risk of drug failure or toxicity. Based on clinical applications, this review focuses on interest of pharmacogenetics, in combination with anticancer agents TDM, on the individualization of treatments used in oncology.